
    

 

Return of the Blue Carpet Event – Mini Museum  
Stroll in on Friday evening and display your favorite stamp! Is it your first? Your oldest? The one with the 
most cachets? Put as much suppor?ng documenta?on as you want on a poster board and show it all off at 
this sparkling recep?on designed for members to show and tell.  Have your picture taken on the Blue Carpet,  
relax, and just chill.   

Tour the Na9onal Blues Museum and House of Miles Davis 
The Na?onal Blues Museum commemorates the deep-rooted Blues history embedded in the American 
musical culture. Celebra?ng Blues heritage, the museum makes it evident that Blues has acted as the base 
for all American music. With walls that illustrate the evolving culture of the Blues and a host of interac?ve 
exhibits, the museum takes you back in ?me to relive the history of Blues. There are engaging public events, 
along with an exquisite theater showcasing films related to American music and the Blues as a genre. If you 
want to spend your day immersed in the musical history of one of the most celebrated musical 
genres, Na?onal Blues Museum promises to give you an enriching experience. 

The mission of the House of Miles Leadership is to nurture, empower and embrace the talents of upcoming 
genera?ons by reclaiming, restoring and revitalizing our values, iden?ty and Cool. House of Miles 
Leadership is the cultural epicenter impelled and dedicated to cul?vate, connect and celebrate the 
community through music, heritage and art. 

The House of Miles East St. Louis (HOME) is located in the former home of the late Miles Dewey Davis III. 
Miles Davis is the most revered jazz trumpeter of all ?me, not to men?on one of the most important 
musicians of the 20th century. 

The Blue Velvet Banquet 
On Saturday evening, our very special guest and keynote speaker to be determined soon.  Join us as we dine, 
fellowship and celebrate the many accomplishments of ESPER and her members. 

Workshops, Bourse, and Vendors! 
More than enough to keep you busy collec?ng philatelic informa?on and memorabilia                                                                                            
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